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Introduction
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the
process of tweaking a webpage or website
in order to improve the way a search engine,
such as Google, lists it in web searches.
Search engines can be a lot like a high street, the big shops
often are at the top of the street and the smaller ones at the
bottom. Consumers flock to the first shops they see, so just like
on the high street, it is important to get as close to the top as
you can.

UNLIKE THE HIGH STREET, IT ISN’T
MONEY THAT GETS YOU TO THE FIRST
RESULT ON GOOGLE SEARCH.

Unlike the high street however, it isn’t money that gets the first
result on a Google Search. A series of small changes and best
practices can be applied to ensure your potential visitors are
reaching your site as efficiently as possible.
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In this eBook we will be looking at the most important tweaks
and best practices in order to ensure your website is reaching
it’s maximum potential within search listings. We will be looking
at how and when to use keywords, the layout and navigation of
your website, getting links to your website and providing links to
others as well as a whole host of other tips and tricks.

THE GUIDELINES HERE APPLY TO PERSONAL
WEB PAGES OR COMPANY WEBSITES, BIG OR
SMALL, FOR PROFIT OR NOT FOR PROFIT.

Most of the material in this eBook will focus around Google, there
are hundreds of other Search Engines available, many of which
use the same search listing methodologies as Google, however
Google is the most widely used search tool available today.

There are no secrets that will immediately get your website
to the number one spot, but following the best practices and
guidelines that lay ahead will make it easier for search engines
to crawl, index and digest your website content.
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Site Builder provides you with statistics about website visitors,
it is important to track these statistics when you undertake your
SEO – if you can measure it, you can manage it.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN CREATING YOUR
WEBSITE, MAKE SURE YOU LOOK OVER THE
TIPS AND TRICKS DETAILED HERE

Before you begin creating your website, or in the early stages,
make sure you look over the tips and tricks detailed here. Some
of these tips are simple rules when it comes to writing content,
mapping out your web page structure and simply naming pages
or content.

If you stick to them throughout your website, when the search
engines scan your site they will find it easier to do so and will
therefore give you a good foothold in the listings.
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Keywords & Phrases
One of the major best practices for many
years has been using keywords, sounds
obvious, right?
The thing is keywords can be under-done and over-done by
many webmasters which both have bad consequences on their
website listings.

Put yourself in one of your website visitors’ shoes, they are about
to type in what they are looking for into a search engine, what
keywords would they be typing in to find your website? To find
this eBook for example, you could search for:

seo ebook, seo tips, seo help,
top of google, best seo tips ...
Keywords and good descriptions of your website are not only
important in your content, there is also a bit of HTML that is
simple to amend on every page where you can define keywords
and descriptions, search engines really like this.
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Title Tags
This is basically the heading of your page that appears on the
browser tab. It will also be the piece of text most search engines
will display as the link to the page, therefore this tag is probably
the most important tag and description, it tells the search engine
what the page is about.

On the Site Builder editor you can enter in your Title Tags by
clicking Pages > Manage Pages, go through each of your pages
and enter your Title Tags in the title field shown below:

PAG E S > M A NAGE PAGES
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A few points to remember when entering your Title Tags:
•

Title Tags should be around 70 characters maximum

•

Important keywords need to reside first in the title

•

Use pipes to separate key words ‘|’

•

If your website or company name is not a keyword in
itself, leave it out or make sure it is near the end of the
title

•

Don’t replicate tags across pages

•

Make it relevant & don’t stuff it full of keywords or it will
have the reverse affect for SEO

Description Meta Tag
The description tag is basically telling search engines what your
page or site is about. It is important therefore to make this
description as to the point as possible.

The London Golf Resort & Spa
www.thelondongolfresort.co.uk

The London Golf Resort & Spa, a luxury hotel in London,
offers a pristine golf course, health club and spa.

AN EXAMPLE OF A WELL WR IT T EN D ESC R IP T ION TAG
FO R A GOLF R ESORT
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On the Site Builder editor you can enter in your Meta Description
Tag by clicking Pages > Manage Pages, go through each of your
pages and enter in a description.

A few points to remember when entering your Description Meta
Tags:
•

This need to describe your website in around 155
characters or less.

•

Google may ignore your description meta if it doesn’t
match terms and keywords they gather from the rest of
your site.

•

If Google do ignore it they will use a snippet of info in it’s
place on search listings. This snippet will be from your
sites content.

Keyword Meta Tags
Keyword Meta Tags are a list of keywords that you want your
website to be listed under when people search for these words.
i.e. a Monkey Zoo in Kalamazoo, Michigan may want keywords
like:

days out, michigan events,
kalamazoo zoo, monkeys ...
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On the Site Builder editor you can enter in your keywords by
clicking Pages > Manage Pages, go through each of your pages
and enter in valid keywords.

PAG E S > M A NAGE PAGES

A few points to remember when entering your Keyword Meta
Tags:
•

Keyword Meta tags are not widely used by search
engines today.

•

Only 5-8 keywords separated by commas are needed

•

Keyword meta-tags went out of popularity due to web
masters stuffing them with often irrelevant keywords
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URL Structure
A URL, or Uniform Resource Locator, is
essentially the web address visitors type in
to get to your website.
It is important to consider your page names so they work and
operate in a uniformed way, as is the theme in this eBook, this
is another thing the search engines like to see.

It makes life easier for the bots that crawl over your website to
correctly list and rank it.
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Here are some basic rules to stick to when naming pages:
•

Hyphens should be used if word separation is required
(not underscores, spaces or any other character).

•

Overusing hyphens can have the reverse effect. Limit
page names to 3-5 words maximum.

•

Make the page name identify with the content or topic of
the page.

•

Humanise page names, make it so it is immediately
obvious what the page will be about without visiting it.
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Link Building & Backlinks
Lots of links to a particular page or site
generally means the search engines will
favour it.
If you think about it, a site that lots of other sites have chosen to
link to is probably a good website. Links are the roads between
sites and pages, search engines also analyze how pages are
related to each other based on their links.

Search engines also use links as a vote for a site, they represent
the democracy of the internet’s opinion about what websites are
good or worthy of a visit.

GENERALLY SPEAKING, REPUTABLE SITES
LINK TO OTHER REPUTABLE SITES.

Through links, search engines can not only analyze the overall
popularity of a site or page based on the number and popularity
of pages linking to them, but also things like trust, spam, and
authority.
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Search engines have extremely complex algorithms that process
all this, before you go away and begin firing a link to your
website all across the internet, let’s take a look at some of the
ways these algorithms work ...

1. Popularity
Simply put, if thousands of links exist to a website it is probably
a popular and important site. This builds trust with the search
engines. Don’t forget though – the links to your site need to be
from a trusted, popular website to have value.

2. Topic -Specific Popularity
It is thought to be that a link from a website with a similar topic
(or metadata) to your own holds more value to search engines
than a link from an off-topic website.

3. Anchor Text
In a block of text on the web you quite often come across a
couple of words that link somewhere else, for example imagine
coming across this sentence on a blog “I have found an amazing
website builder, you should give it a try!” it would be quite likely
the words ‘website builder’ would be anchor text linking to the
website builder’s website.
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Well, this text is quite important – in a way it is almost a set of
keywords. If several sites use the same anchor text for links to a
specific site, it is likely search engines will list the site when that
anchor text is entered as a search term.

4. Link Consideration
If your website links to a poorly ranked site, or even a spammy
site, unfortunately this will put bad marks against your site when
the search engines rank it. Just like at school, hanging with the
wrong crowd can get you into the bad books.

5. Staying Fresh
This is an on-going process, once you have a few links to your
website don’t give up! It is easy for one of those websites to stop
operating or go out of business.

Search Engines look at how old the link is and when the website
was last updated. If there are cobwebs there it won’t bode well
for the freshness of your website in the search engines eyes.
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6. Social Media
Search Engines do treat social media pages a bit differently, but
nevertheless getting your website listed in relevant Facebook
groups, Google+ Circles and re-tweeted by influential people is
a sure fire way of spreading your link virally within your target
visitor group.
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Easy Navigation
When your visitors get to your website you
want them to understand how to navigate
your various pages with ease.
Three simple rules apply when it comes to site navigation and
good SEO:
1. Make sure you have links to every page on your site
2. Keep links to pages simple and minimal
3. Drop down menus need to be in HTML for search engines
to read them

A lot of the templates on Site Builder favour navigation bars
across the top of a page, this is considered a universal navigation
structure and favoured by the search engines.

These links are generally the top level and most important
pages on a website, so pages in the navigation will rank better
than pages further down in the navigational structure.
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When working out what to put in your navigation it is advisable
not to treat it like contents in a document with categories and
subcategories, remember a website doesn’t necessarily get read
or viewed in it’s entirety.

Make your navigation bar contain and point to your website’s
most important pages.
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On this example above it would be too easy to assume the
navigation should contain just:

HOME | WORKSHOPS | LOCATIONS | CONTACT
Remember though that every link in this navigation will have
a backlink from every page on your website. These links
should point to your most important pages, to find out which
pages these are is an ongoing process. You will need visitors and
traffic to your site in order to monitor the very best way to set up
navigation to your website.

1. Identify why visitors are coming to your website
•

What search term do visitors use to get there?

•

What keywords are in that search term?

•

What pages did they visit when they got there?

2. Identify which pages on your site get the most traffic
•

How easy is it to get there?

•

Can users get stuck on a single page?

3. Identify on what pages visitors leave your website
•

Are they pages with contact info?

•

Pages containing prices?
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Social Media
The speed at which articles and links virally
spread through social media is astonishing.
The prospect at which someone is likely to look at a website
is estimated to increase 300% if a friend has shared that site
through social media with them.

Setting up a Facebook, Twitter or Google+ page is not only
going to get your website out there a bit further but it will also
get you some valuable links to your website.

Perhaps one of the most influential for improving SEO at the
moment is Google+. Setting up a Google+ page is fairly easy, a
small bit of verification is required to verify you as the author.

Google is constantly making changes to the way it ranks web
pages and Google+ is looking to be one such influencing factors
of recent times.
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Increase your rankings with Google+
Personalised Search
This occurs when someone logs onto their Google account and
sees search results that are in some respect tailored to them.

If a user follows a particular page on Google+ there is an
increased likelihood that page’s author or business will appear
in this users searches. Google acknowledges the user’s
preference to display entities they are interested in from their
Google+ social pages.

Locale Searching
Have you ever searched for something on Google and noticed
that it prioritizes results of businesses or services near to you?

Well, if geographically local searchers finding your website is
important then setting up a Google+ Local profile is for you.

Author Rankings
Later on in this eBook we will be talking about the importance
of becoming a contributor in your websites community, Google+
allows you to become a verified author.
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Around the web you can use your Google+ login to leave
comments, write articles and so on using this authorship. If you
can build a good rapport with your readers this will boost your
Google+ profile and ergo your website.

BEING ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
IS FAIRLY EASY, THE CHALLENGE IS
PROVIDING ENGAGING CONTENT.

As well as the points discussed above, ensure that when
building your site you provide adequate links out to the major
social media platforms to visitors can quickly and easily share
content with their followers.

Providing visitors with links to your social media is a simple way
to increase your reach.
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Quality Content
‘Content is king’ is the phrase you will hear
all successful SEO webmasters say.
Writing content should never become a challenge, if it is then it
probably isn’t relevant.

Remember this content is the reason visitors are on your
website, it needs to engage them, encourage them to share links
to your website socially and on their own websites.

Ask yourself these questions when writing content:
•

Are you copying information from elsewhere on the web?

•

Are you offering real value to visitors?

•

Are you padding out content to fill pages up?

•

Are you encouraging visitors to seek more from you on
other pages?

These are some of the questions you need to ask yourself in
working out whether you’re providing quality content.
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The absolute worst content that exists today on the web is
what the experts call ‘landfill content’, essentially this is when
something is written purely to be bloated with several keywords
and sometimes over use of a particular keyword.

Occasionally you will come across articles and blog posts like
this where you begin to notice there isn’t any actual content, just
keyword babble.

Imagine for a moment you were in the magic bean business
and looking to get your magic bean website found by search
engines, the below example would be a terrible piece of content
overly stuffed with keywords:

When magic beans were first released to the general
public they were a product with a high price tag as there
were only a few firms who could offer magic beans.
The price of magic beans has been falling ever since,
and nowadays the magic beans market has filled with
vendors trying to get a piece of the profit to be made
from magic beans, the price is at an all time low.
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The point of this content is to please or mislead search engines,
and this could well achieve listings on the first pages of search
results.

If you imagine that every time the phrase ‘magic beans’ is used it
links to the same website, that site would soon become pushed
up the search results due to the sheer number of links to it using
the same keywords.

THIS SEEMS GREAT IN PRINCIPLE, BUT
IT MAKES FOR A REALLY POOR PIECE OF
CONTENT FOR VISITORS TO READ.

If a visitor, or potential customer, experiences your brand in
a low quality article like this it will give them a very poor first
impression of your website or even your company.

Impressing the search engines should never get in the way
of impressing your visitors and ultimately as webmasters we
should have pride in delivering high quality content that we are
passionate about.
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Content, layout and page
mapping
The internet is built up of links, without
them no one would discover new websites
and pages.
If you think about the long string of links you clicked on to get
to a certain website it can be quite daunting tracing it back. It
sounds obvious, but making sure you have linked to all the web
pages you have created is crucial and vitally important for the
search engines to properly rank your site.

For a long time it was seen as important to have a site map page
which simply detailed every page on a website, search engines
used to value this for mapping out how a site should be listed.

However, today this isn’t as important but still a valuable thing
to map out to see the overall structure of your website and how
it all links together.
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Here are some best practices to consider when structuring your
website:

1. What content goes where?
Planning this out early is a good idea, the search engines like
content rich pages. Any pages with little to no content are not
well favoured when it comes to page rankings.

2. How should content be laid out?
This really depends on what is being written, but as a good
practice writing around a 155 word description of the pages
content with appropriate keyword usage is advisable.

3. How should content be prioritized?
The search engine crawlers read coding in the order it is written
so the most important content should appear first. Specifically,
always write body text prior to any embedded media such as a
YouTube or Vimeo video.

4. Is it okay to use copied content?
It is crucial to not copy and paste content from other websites.
If search engines find that content on your site has been taken
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from elsewhere they may downgrade rankings for some, or even
all, of your webpages.

5. How do I map a website?
Easy, work out what content you have and categorize that
content under a page title. Ideally you don’t want any pages that
take longer than 3 clicks from your front page, that is a simple
rule to stick by to appease the search engines.

6. Are there any special pages I should have?
Especially if your website is for a business you ought to have
a page titled ‘about’ detailing what the website and business is
all about, a ‘contact us’ page offering different contact channels
with yourself or the company, finally bigger companies will want
to consider a privacy policy, terms of service and disclaimer
pages.

All these pages are considered to be pages used by responsible
websites and companies, and not those of spammers and
websites just aiming to route traffic elsewhere. Search engines
like responsible companies who follow these best practices.
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Aside from making your site search engine friendly with these
best practices, it is also beneficial to your visitors. Going to a
poorly laid out website, as we all know, is very frustrating.

HAVING TO SCROLL PAST ADS TO GET
TO CONTENT DETRACTS USERS FROM
THE OVERALL EXPERIENCE.

Having to scroll past advertisements to get to content or close
unwanted light boxes detracts from the overall experience.

This is something that the search engines are very much aware
of, they have algorithms that look at page layout and in the
future it may have more of an impact that it does now, therefore
getting into good design practices now is advisable.
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Keeping content up to date
Search engines check websites and web
pages periodically, one thing they dislike is a
stagnant web page.
The significance of a website that isn’t kept up to date can
drastically detract, which has a negative effect on your search
engine ranking.

There are many reasons to keep your content fresh and up to
date, here is our top 4:

1. New visitors recognise new content
Having a news page with timestamps about anything to do with
your websites topic or your businesses industry will help
generate a strong online impression.

Visitors to your website seek new content, they might not come
back a 2nd or 3rd time if content is out of date or they see the
same old stuff.
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2. Make visitors return
When someone visits your website or webpage and enjoys it,
they are likely to carry out an action to further engage with it
again.

This might come in the form of bookmarking the page or flagging
or liking it via a social media link. If this is the case they already
want to return and you already have them hooked, providing
fresh content keeps them coming back.

75% New Visitors
25% Returning Visitors

3. Competitor awareness
If you are keeping your website content more up to date than a
competitor website you have an advantage over them.

You may appear in the same search listings as that competitor,
but if they have static content that isn’t updated, the search
engines will favour your website and list you higher.
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4. Linking with other websites
As you read on you will become aware the importance of putting
links to your website in the right places. If you begin to imagine
the network of links you can build up through social media and
other websites.

Start to think about the sheer number of potential visitors who
come into contact with your link and even your website? Again,
frequent updates are going to keep that stream of visitors happy
and the webmasters who have chosen to link to your website.

ANOTHER WAY TO LOOK AT CONTENT
UPDATING IS TO NEVER CONSIDER YOUR
WEBSITE COMPLETE.
If you want your site to continue to rank higher in search listings
and attract more visitors then you should always be adding to
and improving it.
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Site Promotion
Following on from all the hard work and
rules we have discussed so far, this is the
point when you actually advertise and
market your website.
The most obvious place to start is submitting your site to the
search engines, check out our resources section of this eBook
for links to the most important search engine submission pages.

However, if you have a budget for your site promotion you might
want to consider some paid options. Google AdWords is a good
place to start.

Adwords are the links in searches that appear at the very top
of Google searches and in the right hand column. You only pay
for this per click of your ad. You create the title and description
of your ad as well as deciding the keywords for your site to be
listed under.
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There are a plethora of other options AdWords give you for
promotion, specifically with targeting specific visitors. If you do
have a budget, it is a highly recommended promotional channel.

IF YOU DO HAVE A BUDGET, GOOGLE
ADWORDS IS A HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
PROMOTIONAL CHANNEL.

Aside from search engine submission, the next step is to try
engaging with the online community surrounding your website’s
topic. There are a host of people on forums, social media groups,
newsgroups and blogs which are actively discussing your topic.
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Engaging in these channels and providing links to your website
is crucial and a great way to get your site heard about. If you
prove yourself as a valid contributor in these places readers and
subscribers will be more likely to visit your website.

Providing your website link in your signature for all these
channels is a must. For example:

--Joe Webmaster
www.my-website.com | Brief description of my website

Over time, search engines will pick up your posts and provide
links to your content on these other sites. This in turn driving
visitors to your website through the content you have left on
other sites.

Like you, there will be other webmasters trying to make it on the
world wide web and they will also have a contact page. If their
website topic links to yours, drop them an email offering to link
to them if they link to you.
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You are more likely to get links through people and websites
you have some other connection with than random strangers,
however if your website contains quality content then you might
be surprised what you can achieve.

IF YOU ARE OFFERING A LOCAL EVENT,
TRY CONTACTING THE TOWN WEBSITE TO
SEE IF THEY CAN FEATURE YOUR SITE.

If you offer a service which there are review websites for, it would
be worth asking them to review your service and site.

Perhaps the easiest form of promotion is to just do your own
thing. Keep regular updates to your news or blog pages and
publish an RSS or XML feed. Providing quality content in your
posts will encourage visitors to share your website on social
media, attracting more visitors to your website.
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Mobile Friendly
Smartphone ownership and usage has
exploded in the last few years, 1.75 billion
people worldwide have them in their
pockets.
Each year the traffic to websites from mobile devices is
increasing and search engines favour a website which is
optimized to be viewed on a mobile device. Google actively
demote websites which have poor mobile friendly sites or
nothing mobile friendly at all.

Some of the common mistakes webmasters make are detailed
below:
•

Use media or video content that isn’t supported on
mobile platforms

•

Accidentally link to a mobile optimized page for
traditional web browsing

•

Show 404 (no content found) pages to smartphone
users despite the content being available to traditional
browsers
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With Site Builder we have you covered when it comes to mobile
friendly site design. Once you have finished designing your
website for standard browsing, it would be a good time to see
how it looks for mobile.

When you click on the mobile icon up in the top left of the
editor the view switches to mobile width. Your original site
becomes optimized for mobile.

If however you want to change anything, thats no problem, this
won’t affect how it looks on the main, desktop view of your site.
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Resources
Submit your site to Google
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/submit-url
Google is the most used search engine in the world today,
submitting your site here instructs Google bots to check your
site next time they crawl the web.

Once you have optimized your site for search engines with all
the tips and tricks above Google should list your site within 30
days from submission.

Submit your site to Bing
http://www.bing.com/toolbox/submit-site-url
Bing is the next biggest search engine which doesn’t use similar
algorithms to Google so is worth submitting to as well. These
two search engines should be the only ones you need to submit
to.

Submitting to several more search engines does not result in
more favourable results. Other search engines will feed off of
Google and Bing’s results.
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How Google Search works
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/70897
From Google themselves, this article explains in a more
technical manner than we have done exactly how Google search
works and how they index websites. For the more technically
minded this makes for an interesting read and further insight
into the world of SEO.

Open Site Explorer
http://www.opensiteexplorer.org/
To keep track of which sites link to your website, Open Site
Explorer is a great tool. Not only does it list all your links, it tells
you the anchor text being used for your link and the ranking of
the listing site. Not only that but it will tell you if any links exist
to broken pages and a whole host of other features with paid
access.

Google Webmaster YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/GoogleWebmasterHelp/
This channel is frequently updated with videos about SEO, it is a
great resource with information and tips from some key people
at Google.
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Beginners guide to Social Media
http://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-social-media
This guide will take you through everything you need to know
about utilizing various social media platforms for your website.

Moz are a leading online marketing company which provide
some useful beginner guides on getting started as a webmaster.
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Top Tips
Start doing SEO now
The sooner you get started, the further ahead you will be of your
competitors, and the easier it becomes to rank higher than them.

Know your competition
Find out what the sites ranking on the 1st page for the keywords
that you want to rank for have done, with regards to the best
practices in this eBook.

Get fantastic results with next to no money
If you put in time creating good content and building online
relationships, you can get fantastic results for free.

Be patient
The result of SEO work done today might not become apparent,
and might not be credited by search engines, for weeks, or even
months

Take your time
The newer your website is, the more patient you will need to
be. It takes time to build authority and trust, and until you’ve
established your website.
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Don’t stop updating content
To attract more visitors you should always be adding to and
improving your website.

Don’t underestimate Google+
Setting up a profile page for your website builds trust with
Google and improves rankings for localised searches.

Don’t let SEO get in the way
There is no point having high ranking content that doesn’t
interest visitors, make sure you don’t let SEO get in the way.

Keep pages relevant
Having lots of pages with little content or small page view
times, can result in search engines downgrading all of your site’s
keyword rankings. Merge small pages.

Don’t duplicate content
If search engines find you are duplicating content they may
downgrade your ranking. Don’t copy content from other sites.

Create content for others
People are much more likely to link to you if you provide them
with content to use on their site.
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Unique page titles
Write a unique, descriptive title for every page. Within 55
characters you need to make the topic of a page clear for
people and search engines.

Unique meta descriptions
Write a unique, descriptive meta description for every page.
Within 155 characters you need to describe the topic of a page
in a way that persuades people to click on your site instead of
the other sites listed in searches.

Add keywords in the right places
Today they are less important than they used to be, but
you should still include them in URLs, page titles and meta
descriptions.

Increase your backlinks
Backlinks affect rankings more than anything else. The number
and quality of links pointing to your site will largely determine in
what position your site ranks.

Make sure backlinks are trusted
Search engines want to display relevant results for each
keyword, and links from relevant pages/sites are a strong signal
to them that your site is relevant.
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Ensure all pages are linked
Every page of your website should be linked to from at least one
other page. Search engines don’t include pages in their results
that aren’t linked to either internally (from another page of the
same site) or externally (from another site).

Leave comments online
Leave comments on relevant websites and blogs. Doing so
builds trust and relationships with people – both the site owners
and visitors to those sites.

Ask visitors to leave reviews
Ask visitors to leave reviews on Google+ and local directories.
Positive reviews improve your rankings in Google’s local listings
and can be accessed directly from the search results.

Be personal in a way big businesses can’t
Putting your personality across throughout the emails,
comments on other websites and tweets makes others more
likely to engage with you.

Promote others as well as yoursef
People generally know if you’ve taken action on social sites to
help them, and if they see that you’ve helped them, the chances
of them helping you out in return are much higher.
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Add social sharing buttons to your website
The easier you make it for people to share your content, the
more likely they will be to do so.

Adopt a flat website architecture
Any page of your site should be accessible within 3 clicks from
your homepage.

Use a simple, clear URL structure
People should be able to guess the topic of a page by looking
only at its URL.

Create a mobile friendly site
1.75 billion people worldwide have a smartphone in their pocket,
making a mobile friendly version of your site not only helps your
visitors, but Google likes to see this too.

Remember the important pages
If you are a business, remember the important pages; About,
Contact, Privacy Policy. And if you provide a service don’t forget
Terms of Service too.
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